
Pand� �pres� Men�
2166 Nostrand Ave, Brooklyn, United States

+17188590368 - https://www.pandaexpress.com/locations/ny/brooklyn/2166-
nostrand-avenue

The restaurant from Brooklyn offers 15 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $5.3. What User
doesn't like about Panda Express:

I put a delivery order and one of the ordered items was not on stock so they had to call me and let me know. the
panda Express worker I spoke to on the phone was rude and did not know what she was talking about. she

wanted to cancel my whole order because an article was out of the camp and when I said, "I can just have the
rest of my order," she laughed....if they don't know how to be a nice person, don't work in cus... read more. In

Panda Express from Brooklyn, you can enjoy versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine that's authentically prepared in
a wok, The dishes of this restaurant can also be enjoyed at on-site or at the party thanks to a catering service.

As a rule, most dishes are prepared in the shortest time for you and served.
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Appet�er�
CREAM CHEESE RANGOONS (3) $2.4

Drink�
DASANI BOTTLE $2.6

A l� cart�
BLACK PEPPER ANGUS STEAK $8.1

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Appet�er
CREAM CHEESE RANGOON $2.4

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Side� - � L� Cart�
SIDE WHITE STEAMED RICE $5.6

M�er / So��
COCA COLA ZERO SUGAR BOTTLE $2.7

Bow�
BUILD YOUR OWN BOWL 2 HALF
SIDES $10.6

BUILD YOUR OWN BOWL 1 FULL
SIDE $10.6

Popular Item�
VEGGIE SPRING ROLLS (2) $2.4

SIDE CHOW MEIN $5.6

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TERIYAKI

TRAVEL
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